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elaborate inquiries previously begun under such influences as
Freudianism, behaviorism and the Cestalt school. Much work
was also done in highly practical fields such as the psychology
of traffic accidents, juvenile delinquency and adult crime,
vocational psychology and testing*
Meanwhile exploration of the globe's little-known por-
tions interested men of inquiring mind, whether the ventures
of Admiral Richard R Byrd into Antarctica in 1928-1930,
1933-1935 and again in 1939, or the continued investiga-
tions of the marine life and geology of the bathysphere by
Dr. William Beebe of the New York Zoological Society, as
recorded in his book Half Mite Down (1934). In one of
the decade's most ingenious achievements Professor A. E.
Douglass of the University of Arizona plotted an absolute
weather chronology for the Southwestern United States, dat-
ing back to 91 A.D., by means of tree rings found in the
beams of Indian pueblos and varying uniformly under cycles
of drought and wet seasons.
Old problems of heredity and environment still exercised
their fascination and slowly yielded more secrets. A host of
timely queries—from the environmental issues posed by
social workers and planners to those of heredity perverted
into racial myths by Nazi apologists—turned to biology for
evidence. In the United States, where freedom of research
and speech continued unimpaired, allegations respecting ab-
solute race purity or superiority were exploded anew by an-
thropologists like Franz Boas, Otto Klineberg, Margaret Mead
and Ruth Benedict.* In genetics over two decades of experi-
ments on the vinegar fly by Thomas Hunt Morgan of the
California Institute of Technology conclusively proved the
creative role played by mutation in evolution. Morgan's
work, for which he received a Nobel Prize in 1933, disclosed
* The last two belonged to a growing band of distinguished American
women in science. Others making significant contributions included Maud Slye
in mouse-cancer research, Florence R. Sabin in diseases of the blood and bone
marrow and Rorence Seibert in tuberculosis research.

